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When life gives you brownies, make coffee.Angharad â€˜Harryâ€™ Russo has had a busy week.
Sheâ€™s fended off a swarm of pixies, battled blood-thirsty redcaps and put an end to a maniacal
Fae prince hell-bent on eradicating the entire werewolf population. Sheâ€™s also decided to open a
coffee shop. Is it too much to ask for things to settle down so her life can go back to
normal?Apparently it is. As if being metaphysically bound to Cian Nash, the most aggravating yet
desirable man sheâ€™s ever met, isnâ€™t enough, Harryâ€™s just found out that the Magister, the
biggest, baddest vampire around, is her father. Talk about your daddy issues!Harry just wants to
concentrate on getting the coffee shop open, but between the freaky ghosts that keep haunting her
and rogue vampires terrorizing the city, it looks like normal is a thing of the past.This is book three of
the Harry Russo Diaries. It is a stand-alone adventure with no cliffhanger. Intended for a mature
audience.
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I really, really, tried to give this series a try, but I couldn't make it a third of the way through book 3.
Nash's overbearing, control issues made me so uncomfortable. Harry is bright, confident, talented,
and so sure of herself --except when she gets near that alpha douchebag who pretty much chained
her to him without her knowing. I find it hard to believe that this charismatic character gets all mushy
with lust when he growls at her! Growls!! Forget it - I give up on this series. Another strong female
character victim to her "lust." Pfftt...

I love this series! Harry is absolutely my type of a female hero. The story just gets better and better.
Full of adventures with supernaturals, constant unexpected twist and turn with Salvador. The best
part of all, I truly enjoyed reading Harry and Nash's ongoing romance/relationship. It"s never boring.
Can't wait for the next book.

Enjoyed the series. Harry is an interesting blend of all the influences that made her who she is. The
plots were interesting. The reveal about her parentage thrilling. The relationship between Harry and
Nash scintillating,complex and fun. I hope there will be more additions to the series. ZMMR

I absolutely adore this series and this book is so good! Harry is awesome as ever with her and Nash
going back and forth the whole book. Things are revealed with her family and we get some answers.
The ending was great and I can't wait to read more!

I didn't think it could get better but it did. It definitely is a must read book.. Harry and Nash are just
so good for each other. I mean they have their ups and downs but in the end they belong to each
other.. So happy readings to those who buy this book.

Great addition to the series, couldn't put it down. I hope the best one comes soon. I really enjoyed
Harry's story and the new developments that popped up. She is a really strong character and I
always enjoy reading about her and Nash.

I love mystery, a bit of angst but most of all-- the feeling getting 'lost' and committed to a series. I
LOVE how strong, bold yet naive Harry is. Get the books. I promise you will NOT be disappointed!

I read the first two books in the series, totally adored them, and had to get this one too. This one is a
keeper also. This series are a very entertaining urban fantasy read. The characters are believable.

You simply have to cheer the heroine on. The world building works even with the many different
characters. Adult romance content. I hope there is another one coming soon.For context I am a
comfortably middle aged female reader.
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